
An Integrated HSM Application
move2 provides integrated HSM functionality putting 

data where you need it, when you need it there
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Guaranteed Data Authenticity: Using the MatrixStore 
APIs ensures the data stored is guaranteed to be 
authentic.
Version Management: Choose to overwrite existing 
versions of content or write a new version of the 
changed file.
Deletion: Choose to leave content in the MatrixStore 
vault that has been deleted from the folder being 
watched.
Platforms: The windows operating system is the 
supported platform in version 1.0 of move2.

Management Console: Lets you specify vaults to 
watch, monitor jobs in progress & view historical jobs.
Integrated: Use DropSpot or 3rd party applications to 
search for and browse files that have been stored 
using move2.
File System Support: Optionally open the content 
directly using MatrixStore file system application 
MXFS.
Non-proprietary: Archives your content using indus-
try standard archive formats (LTFS or TAR). 

move2 Highlights

move2 Benefits
Effortlessly move data between tiers 
of storage

Frees up your staff from mundane 
and error prone tasks

Can be driven by 3rd party applica-
tions such as InterConnect

Future proof restore without using 
the application that archived the 
content

Policy based data management

Choose file formats so archive only 
hi-res leaving lo-res proxies still 
viewable

Schedule when the data movement 
for quiet hours to free up network 
resources

Non-proprietary formats supported

Metadata optionally exported to 
deep archive as sidecar file

Backup and Deep Archive Application - LTO, ODA, S3
move2 is a HSM application that uses the MatrixStore API to quickly copy 
data between MatrixStore object storage and other storage technologies 
such as LTO, ODA, public cloud or 3rd party storage platforms integrated 
with the Amazon S3 interface. move2 watches selected MatrixStore vaults 
and moves content to deep archive platforms using either middleware 
software such as FlashNet from SGL, XenData or BlackPearl or through a 
direct integration as with Sony ODA. Content can also be copied or moved 
to cloud platforms via the Black Pearl and S3 integrations. Integrations with 
Masstech and Diva from Oracle are also possible.

Moving content to deep archive platforms can be performed manually 
using Object Matrix applications such as DropSpot and move2 or automati-
cally by using policies in the move2 application (based on age or type of 
data) or via 3rd party applications using the move2 service API. The layer 
allows content archived by one application to be restored by any applica-
tion using the move2 service API. If you require the ability to move content 
between multiple layers of tightly integrated file based workflows please do 
not hesitate to get in touch.
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Contact Us
Please contact the Object Matrix team to arrange a demonstration 
or to discuss the benefits of move2 in more detail.

+44 (0) 2920 382 308 sales@object-matrix.com

Amazon S3 Any Storage
via S3


